The terahertz (THz) frequency region of the electromagnetic spectrum is located between the traditional microwave spectrum and the optical frequencies, and offers a significant scientific and technological potential in many fields, such as in sensing, in imaging and in spectroscopy. Waveguiding in this intermediate spectral region is a major challenge. Amongst the various THz waveguides suggested, metal-clad plasmonic waveguides and specifically hollow core structures, coated with insulating material are the most promising low-loss waveguides used in both active and passive devices. Optical power splitters are important components in the design of optoelectronic systems and optical communication networks such as Mach-Zehnder Interferometric switches, polarization splitter and polarization scramblers. Several designs for the implementation of the 3dB power splitters have been proposed in the past, such as the directional coupler-based approach, the Y-junction-based devices and the MMI-based approach. In the present paper a novel MMI-based 3dB THz wave splitter is implemented using Gold/polystyrene (PS) coated hollow glass rectangular waveguides. The H-field FEM based full-vector formulation is used here to calculate the complex propagation characteristics of the waveguide structure and the finite element beam propagation method (FE-BPM) and finite difference time domain (FDTD) approach to demonstrate the performance of the proposed 3dB splitter.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years extensive research has been carried out in the terahertz portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, which is loosely defined as the frequencies from 0.3 THz to 10 THz (wavelengths from 30 μm to 1,000 μm). Traditionally Terahertz science and technology has been applied in space spectroscopy, examining far-infrared radiation, molecular spectroscopy and in the diagnostics of plasma. Recent progress has witnessed a remarkable expansion of Terahertz technology to a wide range of components, instruments and applications 1 . These advances in Terahertz applications depend on the transmission properties of Terahertz sources, the penetration of Terahertz radiation through dielectric materials and the high sensitivity of Terahertz sensors. Due to the absorption of THz radiation of dielectrics and metals, extensive research has been carried out in the development of efficient waveguide structures with minimal transmission losses as low as 1dB/m and minimal dispersion. Several waveguide designs have been proposed, including photonic crystal fibres, dielectric-lined 2 and cylindrical hollow waveguides 3 with dielectric coating
THEORY
The principle of self-imaging in MMI devices in which guided modes of a multimode waveguide (typically ≥ 3) are excited and interfere constructively to reproduce single or multiple images of the input field is central to the waveguide design. Selective excitation of the modes in an MMI structure and consequently the position of the images in the direction of propagation are subject to a set of self-imaging mechanisms 7 . Under the self-imaging mechanism the periodicity of single or multiple images is based on a set of interference mechanisms. The effects of the width and the in the input field can yield to 1 × N or N × M beam splitters. The Symmetric Interference (SI) mechanism is the result of combining the even (symmetric) modes. Based on the SI mechanism single images of the input field launched inside the waveguide can be obtained at a self image length, L i , defined by:
where, L π is the is the coupling length and β 0 and β 1 , the propagation constant of the fundamental and the first higher order mode.
Earlier work 12 on the General (GI) and Restrictive (RI) interference mechanisms has shown that the power loss, and the loss imbalance of an MMI-based 3dB splitter is depended on the width and the wavelength variation. Furthermore the effects of the fabrication parameters and a comparison of the SI, GI and RI have been presented elsewhere 13 . In this paper a detailed study of a novel MMI-based 3dB THz wave splitter implemented using Gold/polystyrene (PS) coated hollow glass rectangular waveguides and is presented, including the performance and the effects of the SI scheme.
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
The Finite Element method has emerged as one of the most powerful and successful numerical methods. A wide range of devices can be modeled from the formulations used in the FEM. The FEM offers accurate, versatile and flexible numerical analysis of optical waveguides 14 and structures with arbitrary shapes, index profiles and anisotropies. In the present study a full vectorial H-field formulation utilizing the perturbation technique 15 including a penalty function has been successfully applied for the modal analysis of the waveguide structure in order to determine the propagation constants of the fundamental and the first higher order modes and to estimate the MMI coupling length given in (1). The full vectorial formulation, in terms of the nodal values of the full H-field vector, is based on the minimization of the of the following functional
where 2 ω is the eigenvalue and ω is the angular frequency of the wave, H is the full vectorial magnetic field,
is the complex conjugate and its transpose, ε and μ are the permittivity and permeability respectively, and p is the dimensionless penalty function 16 .
The Beam Propagation Method is considered one of the most popular numerical analysis techniques for the design and modeling of optical devices. The Finite-Element Beam Propagation method 17 (FE-BPM) is a full-vectorial method based on the Crank-Nickolson scheme using Perfectly Matched Layer 18 (PML) as absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) to truncate the computational domain. The FEM is applied to the BPM for the discretization of the computational domain, thus providing an effective numerical tool. The FE-BPM permits the propagation of an initial field and simulates the electromagnetic wave propagation. The FE-BPM has been used in the present work to obtain information regarding the optical properties calculated for any transverse cross section of the structure at any position along the axial direction.
The Finite Difference Time Domain method (FDTD) has been regarded as versatile, useful and widely used electromagnetic tool. The performance of the FDTD is embellished with the development of new algorithms to cope with a wide variety of EM problems as well as ABCs 19 . The 2D FDTD has been widely used as a highly efficient method for solving Maxwell's equations. The FDTD first discretizes the problem space into rectangular cells based on the Yee algorithm 20 and through explicit iterations applies the finite-difference approximation to solve the electric and magnetic OftL on'
field using the coupled form of Maxwell's equations. The Yee algorithm requires an upper bound on the time step t Δ for numerical stability. The Courant-Friedrich-Levy (CFL) stability condition for the two-dimensional formulation is given by
where 1 S < and c is the wave propagation speed for the two-dimensional FDTD case. The stability factor ensures its robustness when applied to a wider range of electromagnetic problems. In simulating the MMI device using the 2D FDTD method PML ABCs are applied to terminate the problem space and simulate the structure in the time domain.
RESULTS
A hollow core rectangular metallic waveguide with silica cladding was considered as the waveguide structure of the MMI device, where the interior of the metal-cladding is coated with dielectric material to reduce the modal loss. The cross section of the structure is presented in Fig. 1(a) , where the complex refractive indices of the gold metal layer and the silica cladding are 281.55 419.74 j + and1.96 0.0061 j + , respectively at an operating frequency of 2.5 THz. The refractive index of Polystyrene, which was used as the coating material, was taken to be 1.58 0.0036 j + at the same frequency. Further, a complex refractive index of The MMI height, H MMI was considered to be 1 mm, to ensure single mode variation along in the vertical direction, and the metal thickness, t m , to be 0.5 μm. The core width and the polystyrene thickness were varied to achieve optimum MMI width and minimum loss, respectively. The symmetric interference scheme has been considered for the MMI device, as presented in the structure layout in Fig. 1(b) , where the input field is launched at the centre of the structure along the x-axis, at half the MMI height, H MMI . According to the self-imaging principle, the self-image length, L i , under the symmetric interference scheme, is located at a distance of 3 4 L π along the direction of propagation, and therefore the two images of the launched field (half-power splitting) are expected to be at a distance of half the self-image length and spaced by a distance equal to the half of the MMI width, W MMI , as it is also shown in Fig. 1(b) .
Initially, an MMI width of 3 mm has been considered and from the effective index and attenuation constant of the fundamental TM mode (named as TM 0 ) obtained with the variation of the polystyrene thickness (not presented here) a minimum loss of about 3 dB/m has been achieved for a polystyrene thickness of 20 μm, and therefore, the above thickness has been used throughout this work. For a square structure with a side width of 1.8 mm the modal loss for a polystyrene thickness 15 μm was found to yield to a value of about 1.1 dB. It should be noted that for a circular structure composed of the same material (where Ag was used for the metal-layer) and a core radius of 1.8 mm, a transmission loss of about 1 dB/m has been reported 2 and this value is found to be in fine agreement with the modal loss obtained in the present work. The propagation constant of the fundamental and the first higher order modes, named as TM 0 and TM 1 , respectively, with the variation of the MMI width, using the FEM, has then been examined. From the propagation characteristics, presented in Fig. 2 , it can be seen that the propagation constants for the two modes increase with the increase of the polystyrene thickness. However, the propagation constant difference of the above decreases with the increase of the dielectric material thickness, thus giving rise to the coupling length of the device, according to (1) and consequently the length of the MMI. The half-power MMI length, L MMI and the modal loss of the fundamental mode, for a polystyrene thickness of 20 μm and an MMI height, W MMI , of 1mm, with the variation of the MMI width, has then been examined and presented in Fig.  3 . As can be seen from the above characteristics the device length increases with the increase of the MMI width, while the attenuation decreases with the increase of the above dimension. As the MMI width increases above 3.0 mm the reduction of the loss starts converging to a value between 2.7 and 2.8 dB/m. The selection of the MMI width is a tradeoff of the device length and the attenuation. Therefore since the attenuation does not decrease significantly for an MMI width greater than 3 mm, the above dimension has been selected as the optimum width for the device examined. The propagation constants for the TM 0 and the TM 1 modes were calculated using the full vectorial H-field FEM and found to be β 0 = 52.2424 mm -1 and β 1 = 52.2120 mm -1 , respectively, thus giving a self image length, L i of 77.51 mm and consequently a half power length corresponding to the length of the MMI of L MMI = 38.76 mm.
The optical field evolution along the direction of propagation of the MMI 3dB power splitter, for an MMI width of 3 mm, has then been demonstrated using the FEM-BPM approach. The H-field evolution has been monitored along a horizontal (x-axis) plane at the centre of the waveguide (half MMI height). A Gaussian beam of a spot size diameter of 0.6 mm has been launched along the direction of propagation (z-axis) and the field evolution along the direction of propagation is presented in Fig. 4(b) , where it can be seen that multiple images of the input field are excited along the direction of propagation (z) until the two half-images are obtained. The two half-power images are formed at a device length, L MMI , between 37 and 39 mm, which is found to be in agreement with the device length calculated using the FEM approach. It should be noted that it has been estimated (but not presented here) that the position of the maximum field intensity of the half-power images is dependent on the spot size diameter of the Gaussian beam. The optical field profiles obtained at the input and the output cross sections of the MMI device are also presented in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(c) , respectively. Further, the performance of the MMI device in the time domain has been examined using the FDTD approach. A Gaussian beam of spot-size diameter of 0.76 mm, launched the input of the MMI device has been simulated using the FDTD approach and the field evolution from a horizontal plane at the centre of the device, along the direction of propagation is presented in Fig. 5(a) . The length of the device for the above spot-size diameter was found to be about 38.82 mm, in fine agreement with the length obtained from the FEM modal solution. Finally, the Electric field, obtained from the left port output of the MMI device, from the Gaussian input beam of spot size diameter of 0.76 mm, shown in Fig. 5(a) , is presented in Fig. 5(b) . The waveguide dispersion parameter, D, of the device at 2.5 THz was estimated to be about 0.1 ps/(μm-m). This corresponds to pulse broadening of about 0.85 ps for a 0.038 m long waveguide and a bandwidth of 1.4 THz. The dispersion level is also found to be in good agreement with the dispersion presented in previous work 21 for a structure with circular geometry.
CONCLUSION
A rigorous finite-element-based approach in conjunction with the perturbation technique and the introduction of a penalty function has been used in the present work, for the design of a low-loss hollow-core polysterene coated waveguide operating as multimode interference-based half-power (3dB) splitter for THz frequencies. Furthermore, the FE-BPM and the 2D FDTD have been utilized to demonstrate the optical field evolution along the direction of propagation both in time and space. The modal loss and the dispersion of the proposed device was found to be about 1.1 dB/m and 0.1 ps/(μm-m), respectively and the reported transmission losses and dispersion levels of the waveguide structure are found to be in good agreement with previously published work.
